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New Product Release – Dwight P. Williams Signature Series Foam
HOLDEN, LA – US Fire Pump is proud to announce the release of Dwight
Williams newest product, Signature Series Foam.
Dwight Williams has over 100 major successful operations of extinguishment
and control of hazardous situations under his belt, including two of the largest,
extinguished tank fires this nation has seen – Orion Refinery in New Orleans,
LA and Tenneco Refinery in Chalmette, LA. Additionally, with Dwight Williams’
leadership his team pioneered the development of specialized equipment and
methodology so unique they were patented during his ownership of a large,
industrial firefighting company. Dwight re-defined extinguishment by making
it faster and safer with less exposure to the firefighter.
Dwight has always “Thought Outside the Box” and is continuing to develop
new products that reduce risk, minimize exposure and save life and property.
His new foam product is a testament to that fact. Dwight has been working
diligently to develop a foam concentrate that will outperform any on the market today. His goal was to create
a foam better than the original 3M® ATC foam to which he assisted in developing. Signature Series Foam was
created to be clean and environmentally friendly without sacrificing effectiveness. It was developed for
successful extinguishment with the current appliances, tactics and application rates at 1% and has the best
extinguishment time for in-depth fuel fires.
“I am putting my name on it because if I had to go to a fire today, based on the testing I have witnessed, there
is no question in my mind that this is the foam I will use! First is the performance of the product and second
maintaining the most environmentally friendly product we can, but it’s
about performance to protect the men, women and property.” said
Dwight Williams.
US Fire Pump is the exclusive distributor of Signature Series Foam.
Please contact our office at (225) 209-6551 for more information or
visit www.signatureseriesfoam.com.
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